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A UNIFIED ORIGINAL MASTER UNIVERSE

NEW I AMs

Once the Paradise Trinity, Trinity Ultimate and Trinity Absolute unify into the first level of the Trinity of Trinities, OSZ 5 becomes a Macro Havona as an
extension of the original Havona. When the second level of the Trinity of Trinities which includes God the Supreme, God the Ultimate and God the Absolute
unify simultaneously with or just prior to the unification of the 7 Absolutes, the original Master Universe (MU) becomes ONE within what is depicted in the
MASTER UNIVERSE posters as a semi-transparent eggshell where everything inside is the Father-Infinite and everything outside is the Father-I AM. Still
they are ONE, but they are functionally diversified. The Father-Infinite is the portion of the Father-I AM matured to the completion of the Secondary Purpose
within the mature Master Universe.

The new I AMs will be twofold. First, they will be comprised of Functional Absolutes where entire Micro MU administrations will be trained within this original MU by the FatherInfinite for service in the Micro MU building adventures. These Functional Absolutes become ONE yet will be made up of MANY personalities. Second, are new Paradise
Patterns which were sliced from the original Pre-Thought (Premolition) / Pre-Action (Premotion) spherical master pattern of the Father-I AM (Pre-Thought Sphere).

The current Master Universe [1] will one day
become a Macro Paradise / Havona system [2]
that will act as the central Master Universe and
pattern for designing and creating a gigantic
Macro Master Universe [3]. This future Macro
Master Universe will be composed of countless
new Micro Master Universes, each one to be
created by a new I AM. These new I AMs will be
different from the current I AM in that they will be
composite I AMs consisting of scores of
perfected personalities that originated from the
current Master Universe.

The Functional Absolutes (Micro MU Administrations unified into ONE being) once created and perfected by the Father-Infinite will be combined with the new Paradise Patterns
of the Father-I AM thereby forming new composite I AMs. These new I AMs will be Subsequent Thought or Cause, because the original uncaused-cause is the First Thought /
Cause of this original master pattern MU. This new Subsequent Thought / Cause will then be launched by the Father-I AM in the Infinitude through the Secondary Premolition
Circuits (one circuit for each Micro MU) as He is the pre-cause initiator of all Subsequent Thoughts / Causes.
The Micro MUs to come will not follow the same pattern as this original MU. Each is a unique and individual MU building adventure which differs not only in the material
construction as laid out in each new Paradise Pattern, but they differ in spiritual construction as laid out in each Functional Absolute within the Subsequent Thought. These
Subsequent Thoughts are infinite in number and follow different mathematical sequences. There exists a common thread that runs throughout not only each individual MU, but
within the totality of all combined MU infinities: One equals one 1 = 1

[1]

Each begins with ALPHA = ONE and ends with OMEGA = ONE. The Father-I AM envelops everything. This original MU goes 1, 3, 7, Many, 7, 3, 1. However, future Macro / Micro
MUs may be sequenced in entirely different ways because the patterns that make up these Subsequent Thoughts were each sliced at an infinite number of angles from the
original pre-Thought sphere. Just as each Master Universe Paradise Pattern is sized the same, each new I AM will be co-equal. The Pre-Will of the Father-I AM is tethered to the
center of each Master Universe Paradise Pattern to form a Premolition Circuit. Refer to the THE ORIGIN OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE, the Glossary of Terms in the sidebar for
a definition of Premolition Circuit. It is through this Premolition Circuit that all future MUs will be initiated and powered and it is also how one may travel back to the Father-I AM
and between the infinite number of MUs just like one does use the various forms of gravity circuits now.

ISLE OF
PARADISE

MACRO AND MICRO MASTER UNIVERSES
[3]

The Symphony of Creation envelops the Primary Premolition Circuit.
In three dimensional space it has the shape of a double spiral, and
delivers the building materials for all duplicate Macro Master Universes,
possibly originating from the Unqualified Absolute, while the Primary
Premolition Circuit, connected to the First Source and Center by the
Premolition Doorway delivers life and communication to the same universes.

Primary Premolition Circuit connecting Macro MUs
to the original First Source and Center
(brown)

The concept of new I AMs and new Master Universes follows a repeating
Macro / Microcosm pattern. The master pattern of the current MU is
destined to repeat itself: A) to form the bigger shape or vessel of the
future Macro Master Universe which then, B) becomes populated within,
with smaller versions (Micro MUs) of the master pattern, where there
is a dual process of expansion (macro) and contraction (micro)
occurring. In other words it is the quest to explore infinity in both
directions, big and small.

[2]

There's a first ring of Micro MUs around the original MU
corresponding to the Superuniverses around Paradise /
Havona from the original MU pattern. These will number 7
and will be created first. Then there's a second band of
Micro MUs around the first band and so on, following the
original pattern of the current MU with a Superuniverse
band then 4 exponentially larger bands of Outer Space
Zones (OSZ), containing galaxies in the original MU.
In the Macro MU pattern, Micro MUs will be used instead of
galaxies, and perfected Quatrain Universes (Absolutum
Galaxies) will be used to populate the 33 Macro Havona
circuits instead of spheres. This Macro Havona is of additional
interest today as it is already begun with the first 12 circuits
already accessible by certain Paradise personalities, whereas
nothing else of the Macro and Micro MUs yet exist. Havona and
Macro Havona, because of their placement at the center and outer
edge of the current MU, can also be viewed as Alpha (current
universe age) and Omega (mature universe age) Havonas respectively.
They will become one and the same in perfection and purpose, but each
existing at different levels of reality.
Refer to the THE DESTINY OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE poster for additional
information about the Quatrain Universes.

The creation of new Macro Master Universes proceeds in this dirction

The completed original Master Universe (as a Macro Paradise /
Havona system) is located in the center [2]. The expanded or
Macro Master Universe pattern is shown in green [3] around
the original MU, and the Micro Master Universes are shown
in yellow. For clarity only a few of the Micro MUs are shown,
but they will ultimately fill the Macro MU pattern the way
galaxies populate the current MU.

The second Macro Master Universe

The first and original Macro Master Universe

The Macro Master Universes are
torus shaped, in the style of the
original Master Universe.
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Secondary Premolition Circuits
connecting new I AMs / Micro MUs
from periphery of OSZ 4 (red).
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